Tattle-Tale Control Monitors

Product  24-, 120-, & 240-Volt AC/DC Control Monitors.

Application  Single-use monitoring device for identifying which among multiple safety controls have opened in response to equipment malfunctions. Installs in parallel with each safety control circuit. When a control opens, the red indicator pops up. Monitors safety controls, fuses, overload relays, motor protectors, freeze controls, limit controls, safety switches, fusible links, or steam control.

**NOTE** - Tattle-Tale devices are single-use only.

**CAUTION** - Not to be used with lockout relays. Use TC-007.

Advantages  
- Quick & inexpensive way to visually locate a problem.
- Safe, simple to use, disposable.
- Domestic - Made in the USA!

General Specifications  
- Available in packs of 3.
- Order multiple: 1.

**Typical current at activation:**

TT-24: @ 24 VAC (nominal): 0.051 Amps.
TT-120: @ 120 VAC (nominal): 0.012 Amps.
TT-240: @ 240 VAC (nominal): 0.006 Amps.